IMPROVED CONNECTOR TECHNOLOGY INCREASES THE SAFETY AND RELIABILITY OF TETRA PORTABLES
The new range of Motorola Tetra radios feature class leading connector technologies which improve all aspects of radio performance when used with accessories. Motorola recognises that connectors must withstand the same tough environment that the radio itself does, and must continue to fully function with multiple connections and disconnections each day, as well as accidents and abuse.

**Bottom Connector**
Self-cleaning design will solve most of the in-field issues

Any debris on the male pin will be wiped off and the space at the bottom prevents dust accumulation.
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RUGGED BOTTOM CONNECTOR
The bottom connector on the radio will be used for charging and programming. It will be exposed to dirt and mud if the radio is dropped. The bottom connector has therefore been designed to be waterproof and easy to clean. The bottom of the radio can be cleaned with a wet brush and then rinsed under a tap. In addition, the charger/programmer connection is designed so that when the radio is docked, the pins are wiped as they engage, thereby ensuring the best possible contact. Any dirt falls away and will not block the charger.

The pins in the base of the radio are protected inside a recess. The pins themselves are strong and will withstand the ingress of sharp objects and small stones if dropped onto rough surfaces. In terms of contact resistivity, the new radio delivers the best connectivity for bottom connectors in the market. This ensures high data signal integrity and reliable charging.

Minimal insertion and extraction force allows the ease of insertion into programming ports/charging cradles. The connector is capable of over 10,000 attach/detach cycles.

TOUGH AND FAST SIDE CONNECTOR
Motorola is introducing this new side connector which has excellent pull strength together with a 2 second or less connection time which does not need a screw type fitting. Operators in the field will be able to quickly connect or disconnect accessories in the dark by feel. The connector resists dust and moisture and meets IP65 requirements. As with the bottom connector, excellent low-resistivity is provided.

Importantly, the connector is able to transfer the 2 Watt audio power to accessories such as Remote Speaker Microphones (RSMs). 2W audio is a feature of the new radios enabling clear and high audio output when it is necessary in very noisy conditions.

THE COMBINED RESULT
The combination of these two new connectors is a step-up in the ruggedness of the radio, the connectors resist all types of abuse including dirt, rough handling, and long-term corrosion. The fast changing side connector will be a big plus for users who change accessories frequently, sometimes in the dark or underneath clothing. Taken together these connectors greatly enhance the user’s experience of the MTP3000 Series TETRA Radio.